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Overview
The Exabeam Security Operations (SecOps)
Platform collects and processes data from a log
management system and other external context
data sources, then uses analytics on that data to
identify advanced security attacks. Configuring
the Exabeam analytics and data flow is critical to
maximizing the SOC’s operational efficiency and
security strength. In this two-day instructor-led
course, Exabeam administrators will learn how to
configure, support, troubleshoot, and optimize
the Exabeam Security Operations (SecOps)
Platform. It is important Exabeam administrators
understand the many aspects of the platform’s
administration settings and configuration options
in order to maintain an optimized platform. This
allows the SOC analysts to identify threats
quickly and effectively. Administrators will learn
a wide range of important tasks and supporting
areas of knowledge, including, but not limited to,
describing the data flow, configuring the settings
on the admin pages, tuning rules effectively, and
much more.
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Objectives
Students begin with log onboarding, recognizing
what data is most valuable to ingest in supporting
their TDIR efforts, as well as exploring the various
Exabeam collectors that can be used to get the
data into the platform and validated. Attendees
will be made familiar with requirements and best
practices for configuring common administrative
settings in Advanced Analytics, including Log
Management, LDAP Import, Assets & Networks,
Context Management, Accounts & Groups, and
User Management, as well as creating custom
watchlists and managing content updates. Next,
admins will scrutinize the analytics processing
pipeline stage by stage, from custom parser
creation to event building, enrichment, session
building, modeling, and rule triggering. Finally,
attendees will dissect Exabeam rule syntax and
use that understanding to create new rules and
tune existing ones based on best practices from
Exabeam pros.

At the end of this course, you will be able to:

• Access and navigate the Exabeam
Training Center, Community, and
documentation
• Recall the features and components of the
Exabeam Security Operations Platform
• Describe Exabeam SaaS and recall the
Fusion SaaS architecture
• Identify the stages of data flow in
Fusion XDR
• Identify log sources to collect to support a
successful TDIR program
• Configure & troubleshoot Site Collector
and Cloud Connector
• Identify additional on-prem collection
sources
• Configure Advanced Analytics log
management
• Identify data management tools & tasks
• Configure and manage authentication and
Role-Based Access
• Configure administrative settings
• Manage content updates
• Create watchlists
• Use Auto Parser Generator & Log Stream
app to create new and modify existing
parsers
• Manage context
• Validate your data
• Identify the anatomy of a rule, when and
why to tune, and rule tuning basics
• Tune rules using best practices from
Exabeam pros
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Details
Duration

Prerequisites

Two days

Intermediate

Basic understanding of IT and security concepts
and a general awareness of cyber threats
is required. IT administrative principles and
understanding are specifically helpful.

Note

Intended Audience

This course is intended for Administrator roles that
will be performing configuration and maintenance
of Advanced Analytics.

Administrative professionals within an organization
who will be administering Exabeam within their
organization’s environment.

Level

Modality
Instructor-led

Outline
Day 1: Architecture, Data Onboarding, & the
Processing Pipeline
Understand the Fusion architecture, identify log onboarding
priorities and collector best practices, and troubleshoot the
ingestion and processing engine pipelines.

Day 2: Rule Tuning, Identity & Access, & System Support
Customize and tune Advanced Analytics rules to hone security
operations, configure roles and authentication, and conduct
ongoing maintenance and support tasks.
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